1. Introduction and notation. Let Mn denote the set of all reXre matrices whose entries are bounded real valued continuous functions on the entire real line. Let A, BEM". Then A is said to be kinematically similar to B
(written A ~ B) if there exists a P(t) (P, P~l, P £ Mn) such that 73=P-1( -P-\-AP). It is clear that kinematic similarity defines a set of equivalence classes in Mn. In an earlier paper [3] the author introduced the above concept and considered some of its properties and applications. In this paper we shall continue our study of this concept. In §2 we introduce several invariants of approximate similarity and establish that it defines an equivalence relation in the set Kn, where Kn denotes those matrices in Mn all of whose entries are constant functions. Let An denote the elements of Mn all of whose entries are real valued almost periodic functions in the sense of Bohr. Define L"= {73| 73£Af" and 3CEKn3B «C|. The set AnC\Ln is of considerable importance with respect to applications to almost periodic systems of different equations [2] . It is known that this intersection contains open sets of the topology defined in An by i] [4]. It is not known whether AnC\Ln = An. In §3 we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions that A(t)EAn also belongs to Ln. Unfortunately the conditions obtained in §3 depend upon the behavior of the solutions of the system x = A(t)x. In §4 we obtain a sufficiency condition which depends more directly on the matrix A (t) itself. Since it is known [3] that the relation of approximate similarity is transitive and reflexive, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 we have the following corollary. The results of Markus [5] along with Corollary 2.1 assure us that approximate similarity defines an equivalence relation in the set of periodic matrices.
We now introduce for the set M" an invariant of approximate similarity which we will need in §3. For this purpose we have the following definitions. Let a(t) be a bounded continuous function for -«> <t< ». Define the upper (lower) uniform mean value of a(t), (written M~(a), M-(a)), to be Proof. Since ^~73 there exists P(t), (P(t), P~l(t)EMn), such that if <p(t) is a fundamental matrix solution of the system x = A(t)x then P(t)d>(t) is a fundamental matrix solution of the system y = B(t)y. Without loss of generality we may assume that det P(t) >0 and det 4>(t) >0. Thus we have that: det c6(0/det <b(r) = exp I trace A(s)ds and det P(t) det <f>(/)/[det P(r) det c6(t)] = exp I trace B(s)ds.
From these two equalities we obtain trace Ais)ds -I trace Bis)ds = ln[det Pit)] + ln[det P~Kt)].
Since Pit) and P~lit)EMn the desired result follows.
As an immediate result of the definition of approximate similarity and Lemma 2.3 we have the following theorem. If for any function ait) we have M~ia) = 717_(a) then we denote this common value by Mia). We now have the following lemma. 3. The class Lr. In this section we shall establish necessary and sufficient conditions that A(t)EAn belongs to Ln. Given an almost periodic matrix.4(0, the hull of -4(0> written H (A), is the set of all elements of An which are uniform limits of sequences {^4(¿4-rt)} of translates of A it).
Lemma 3.1. If for A(t)EAn and BEKn we have Ait) ~B then for every A*EH(A),A*~B. The following theorem is similar to results of Diliberto [l] and Markus [5 ] for the case of kinematic similarity. Assume that A(t) possesses property I. Let <pi(t), • • • , (pn(t) he re independent solutions of x = ^4(/)x such that for each value of j, Oújúr the first py of the (pi(t) span the solution space S¡. Now using these vectors form an orthonormal set of vectors using the Gram-Schmidt procedure. Let P(t) denote the matrix formed by using these orthonormal vectors as columns. We write P(t) = G. Therefore it follows that M~+(bjj(t)) ^<r¿ for pi-i<júpi. But by Lemma 2.3 M+(trace 73) exists and is equal to M+(trace A)-X)<-i o"»(p» -P>-i)-By repeated application of Lemma 2.4 we have that M+(b¡j(t)) = <r¿ for Pi^j>p,_i. Since .4(0E.4n the entries of A form a uniformly bounded equicontinuous family of functions. In this case it is known that the entries of ^4(/4-r), P(/4-t), P-1(í-(-t), and P(í-|-t) for 0gr< a> also form a uniformly bounded equicontinuous family of functions [6] . Thus we may select a sequence 
